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Make your money go further
Managing money can take all the fun out of an adventure — let
these nifty travel budgeting apps do all the work — and help you

Don’t get stung by unexpected data roaming
charges while abroad — condemned to hover
outside every Starbucks you come to. This app
allows you to easily discover and connect
An interactive map shows key points in the
immediate area and can provide passwords for
secure hotspots that have been shared by other
users. Free, iOS and Android.

Currency convertor:
Swift

There’s been much hype about this Android app
lately, with tech websites praising its speed and
functionality. Swift has live rates available for
all currencies — accessible in seconds, even
when converting multiple currencies. One of the
best features for travellers is that it can be used
rates, which can be checked on the go, without
paying roaming charges. Free, Android.

Saving for the trip:
Toshl

Budgeting while travelling:
Trabee Pocket

The start of a new year is a great
time to weed out bad spending
habits — that addiction to Uber,
perhaps — and start saving for
your dream trip. Toshl is the
ideal app to assist with this by
identifying where potential travel
money is being wasted. Promising to help users
‘worry less and save more’, Toshl illustrates
key areas of expenditure, sets bill reminders
and forecasts when money will be needed in
the future — all with the help of some very cute
animated monsters. Free, iOS and Android.

Keeping track of expenditure in a different
makes it simple. No more wondering how much
money is left in the hotel safe or was used for
a card purchase — simply check the app for an
trip, include a budget and add expenses along
the way, including photos of receipts (or every
Instagrammed meal). The app can also convert
the currency on any purchase, which saves on
the guesswork. Free, iOS and Android.

Travelling with friends:
Splitwise
Take the awkwardness out of managing travel
money with friends by using this clever IOU
app. Splitwise’s easy interface allows multiple
travellers to add expenses throughout a trip,
while the app keeps a running balance that can
mode is also one of its best features — just keep
adding information and Splitwise will update
the group once the phone is online again. Best
of all, no need to hassle travel buddies for
money at the end of the trip, as Splitwise will
alert each user with a friendly reminder. Free,
iOS and Android.

Exercise your free Will, if you do
nothing else this month
T

his January, it’s strongly recommended
that you do two things. One, visit a
pantomime — if you don’t get to a seasonal
show before they close in the next week or two,
you’ll have missed out on a peculiarly British
cultural experience.
And two, make your Will for free with
Simplify Wills.
You may be wondering what does it matter if
you don’t get around to making your Will? Surely
your estate will just pass to your partner or
family when you die?
Sadly, it’s not as simple as that.

No will — what’s the problem?

If you die without a Will, everything you own —
from your treasured collection of 1970s beermats
to the contents of your wallet, and your third
home on the Cornish Riviera — will be distributed

in line with ‘intestacy’ rules. These are
complicated and depend on all sorts of things,
such as which of your relatives survive you, how
much you’re worth, and what your relationship
status is.
Here’s a typical case: you’re married with
children. If you die intestate, your spouse will
£250,000 of your estate. The remainder is then
split, with half going to your spouse and half
divided equally between your children. Just to
complicate matters, ‘children’ doesn’t include
stepchildren, but ‘married’ includes separated
but not divorced.
Another typical case: you’re not married or in
a civil partnership, but living with someone. If
you die intestate, everything will go to — well,
not your partner. At least, not without court
proceedings, which he or she may not win.

If you die with a surviving spouse or civil
partner but no children, the law is different.
And, if your spouse or civil partner dies before
you, the law deviates again. And when there are
second families involved, it’s even easier to see
how important it is to make sure all your affairs
are in order and your wishes are clear.

What to do about it?

Take the time now to ensure your loved ones are
looked after when the time comes. Make sure
everything is certain for them, by making a Will
that sets out your wishes clearly. We can’t
overstate the importance — both to you and to
them — of it being made known exactly what
you wanted to happen.
to making your Will. We know most people
put it off, but there’s no reason not to make
your Will now — and plenty of reasons why
you should.

Will power

Making a Will doesn’t have to be any kind of
burden. Compiling it at Simplify Wills is
reviews on Trust Pilot show. And if you do so
online, it’s free. Find out more by calling T: 020
826 8993.
At simplifywills.co.uk
and phone support that’s accessible, professional
and friendly, and, above all, a Will from a
“Completely free? Oh no, it’s not.”
Oh yes, it is.

Visit simplifywills.co.uk and make your Will
for free

